2018 Shawnee Tractor Pulls
General Rules
The following rules are general in nature and apply to all
pullers, tractors, and operations at our events.
1. Tractors must be year 1960 or older.
2. Tractors may pull more than once per class, but the first pull will
be the only one that counts regardless of driver.
3. Drivers less than 18 years old must have parent or guardian
signature.
4. Keep your butt in the seat.
5. Wheelie bars are required for farm stock 2 & 3 (also known as
modifieds).
6. Any tractor or driver that is found to be unsafe or illegal will not
be allowed to pull. No alcohol consumption allowed. Tractor must
stay in bounds.
7. Any part falling off during pull is a disqualification.
8. Gas, diesel, or LP fuels only.
9. Finish line or full pull mark will exist for all classes. A full pull will
be when hook chain of sled passes the mark.
10.
Hook-up fee is $5.00 per tractor, not to exceed $25 per
tractor per day.
11. Classes:
FS1: 2600, 3000, 3500, 4000, 4500, 5000, 5500, 6500, 7500
FS2: 2600, 3000, 3500, 4000, 4500, 5000, 5500, 6500, 7500
FS3: 2600, 3000, 3500, 4000, 4500, 5000, 5500, 6500
12.
If sled operator decides to reweight sled after 1st pull of
class, that tractor will be allowed to repull at the end of the
class. If driver stops before going 30ft, a repull is granted.

13.
Any protest filed with the sled operator will result in both
the tractor being protested and the protestors tractor being
checked. To file a protest, you MUST be in the same class and
state protest to SLED OPERATOR BEFORE protested tractor is
unhooked from sled. Sled operator’s decision is FINAL.

Farm Stock 1
Stock class is designed for beginning pullers and show tractors.
1. ALL general rules apply.
2. No alterations of tires or rim width allowed. Steel rims
allowed with factory style hubs.
3. First gear only. Max speed 3mph.
4. Wheel weights front and back allowed. No suitcase weights or
brackets.
5. Engines must be stock or very close to stock specs. Electronic
points replacement style ignitions allowed. Can replace stock
oil bath air cleaner.
6. Maximum hitch height 17 inches and no less than 22 inches
from center point of axle.

Farm Stock 2
Farm stock 2 is for competitive pullers with stock appearing
tractors.
1. All general rules apply.
2. Farm Stock 1 tractors can pull in Farm Stock 2 if they meet
rules.
3. Wheelie bars are REQUIRED.
4. No altered tires of any kind.
5. Weights cannot extend past rear tires and front weights no
more than 6 inches past front tires.

6. Engines stock exterior blocks, stock appearing manifolds
and carb, no tube type intakes. Electronic points
replacement style ignitions allowed.
7. Max speed 3.5 mph or 2nd gear.
8. Hitch height 20 inches max to top of hitch point, 18 inches
from center of axle minimum.

Farm Stock 3
1. All general rules apply.
2. Age limit 16 years old or older.
3. Wheelie bars mandatory.
4. Hitch height 20 inches max to top of hitch point, no less
than 18 inches from center axle.
5. Weights not to extend past rear tires and no more than
11ft forward of rear axle.
6. Max speed 4 mph or 3rd gear.
7. Engines must be of same manufacturer. No turbos or
blowers added. Electronic ignitions allowed.
8. Top cut tires only in all weight classes is this division.

